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SECURITYÊPATROLÊRETURNSÊTOÊTHEÊPENINSULA
Thanks to donations from many generous residents, Nordic Security Services
is patrolling Peninsula Point again this summer. CFBPP raised the necessary
funds and BPPA is managing this improved program which incorporates an
expanded scope of work based on constructive inputs based on the summer
 XZWOZIU.MMTNZMM\W[\WX\PM6WZLQKXI\ZWTWNÅKMZ[IVLQVNWZU\PMUWN 
any issues or concerns that you would want to be dealt with. Also, pass on the
BPPA any comments regarding this program so that they can include them in
their regular communications with the patrol service personnel. We all want
the most effective program that deals best with the unique requirements for our
community and we solicit all inputs from the residents to accomplish that goal.
In his June 30 letter to residents, City Manager, Homer Bludau, noted that
visitors to Newport Beach during the summer months Òcan range from
\WXMZLIaº5IVaWN \PM[M^Q[Q\WZ[ÅVL\PMQZ_Ia\WW]Z
neighborhood and we are all aware of the increased congestion and activity.
Although NBPD reports that our crime level remains low, they are supportive
of our summer security patrol program. They acknowledge that increased
[]UUMZIK\Q^Q\aX]\[QVKZMI[MLLMUIVL[WV\PMQZXI\ZWTWNÅKMZ[IVL\PMa
welcome the assistance of our patrol program
during evening periods of maximum activity.
CFBPP is a now accepting donations
which will be accumulated and used to
support a summer 2010 program. Make
contributions to CFBPP, P.O. Box 4322,
Balboa, CA 92661 and put Security Patrol
on the note line.

KimberlyÊ&ÊFletcherÊJones
FletcherÊÒTedÓÊJonesÊJr.ÊandÊ
hisÊwife,ÊKimberly,ÊareÊnewÊ
residentsÊonÊPeninsulaÊPoint.ÊÊ
FletcherÊJonesÊisÊsynonymousÊ
withÊtheÊiconicÊNewportÊBeachÊ
motorcarÊdealershipÊthatÊbearsÊ
hisÊname.ÊÊTedÊandÊKimberlyÊ
describeÊtheirÊaffectionÊforÊ
PeninsulaÊPoint,ÊtheirÊnewÊhome
andÊmore.Ê

Fletcher Jones is the number
one Mercedes dealership in
the country.
Please give us a short
history of the development
of your successful company.
Ted: In 1946 my father started
the business in Los Angeles. We
ContinuedÊonÊPageÊ3
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BALBOAÊVILLAGEÊREFORESTATION
BUYÊAÊTREEÊPROJECTÊFORÊMAINÊSTREETÊ
ANDÊBALBOAÊBOULEVARD
Balboa Village will soon have an attractive new appearance thanks
to the combined efforts of your neighbor, Cyndi Doran, BPPA,
Balboa Village Business Improvement District/merchants, City of
Newport Beach, residents and CFBPP. Main Street and Balboa
Blvd. will eventually be populated with 57 Guadalupe Palms if
donations of $85,500 can be raised. The City will match this with
another $85,500 to cover the total cost of $3,000 per tree. CFBPP
has bought one tree and agreed to collect tax-deductible donations
for this project.
<PMÅZ[\XPI[MWN \PMXZWRMK\QVKT]LM[ \ZMM[WV5IQV;\ZMM\IVL
to date, CFBPP has collected donations of $19,460 of the $27,000
required. We will continue to accept donations to CFBPP with the
note, Tree Fund. A donation of $1,500 will buy one tree with an
associated donor plaque and lesser donations will be accumulated
for additional trees.

BPPA VS. CFBPP – WHAT’S THE
DIFFERENCE ?
We still get questions about the differences
between BPPA (Balboa Peninsula Point
Association) and CFBPP (Community
Foundation of Balboa Peninsula Point).
BPPA is your local HOA (Homeowners
Association) and is recognized by the City
of Newport Beach as your representative
for issues where the city has jurisdiction
(see the city website, Planning Department,
Community Association List). They have
a volunteer Board of Directors which
represents over 900 Peninsula Point
residences from A Street to the Wedge,
have strictly voluntary membership (with
lowest annual membership rates of any
HOA), have no assessment authority and
operate essentially as a social organization
with 501(c)(7) status (donations are not taxexempt). BPPA sponsors the annual Easter
Egg Hunt, July 4th Parade/Picnic and Chili
Cookoff, maintains the Bay Beach/Dock
facility, sponsors the Tuesday/Friday night
community beach pot-lucks, publishes
an annual Membership Directory and,
recently, has been managing the summer
security program. We encourage all
residents to become BPPA members, show
support for all they do and help them with
their work.
Now for CFBPP. We have no authority
over community affairs, but we do have
a charter to Òstrengthen and enhance the
lives of individuals living on Peninsula
Point acting in partnership, and as a
catalyst, with philanthropic individuals,
KWUU]VQ\aKQ^QKTMILMZ[IVL\PMVWVXZWÅ\
sector in solving community concernsÓ.
Our status as a 501(c)(3) organization
allows us to accept tax-exempt donations
for qualifying projects. With this authority,
we have collected tax-exempt donations
to pay for the summer security patrol
program (managed by BPPA) and support
the Balboa Village Reforestation Project
(managed by city of Newport Beach), and
we have used some discretionary funds to
ContinuedÊonÊPageÊ5
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TedÊandÊKimberlyÊJonesÊcontinuedÊfromÊPageÊ1
had Chevrolet dealerships in Los Angeles and Encino.
We went to Las Vegas with Chevrolet in the mid
![IVLQV\PM![_MOW\W]ZÅZ[\5MZKMLM[*MVb
dealership in Las Vegas. I became a Mazda dealer in
1971 and a Ford dealer in 1974. I moved to Las Vegas in
the early 1980s to oversee the dealerships we had there
at the time. I lived there for ten years and then in 1984
we obtained a Toyota, Hundai, Mitsubishi and other
dealerships.
Then in 1991 the opportunity came up for Jim Slemons
Imports. Several years before that I had told my dad that if
the Mercedes Benz dealership in Newport Beach came up
that it would be an unbelievable opportunity. Miraculously
in 1991 the opportunity arose in a bankruptcy sale. Times
werenÕt that good. We were going through another
recession and Mercedes wasnÕt doing very well either.
We got the chance to buy the Newport Beach Mercedes
dealership and it has been all that I thought it could be and
more. It was great timing. Mercedes Benz has evolved into
a higher volume luxury brand.
In Chicago we have Mercedes Benz, Audi, Volkswagen
and Honda. In Hawaii we have Mercedes Benz with
Jaguar, Land Rover and Porsche. On the big island of
Hawaii we have two Honda dealerships, one in Hilo
and one in Kona. We have Mercedes and Porsche in
Fremont, California. We also just opened two small
Mercedes Benz facilities, one in Maui and one in
Henderson, Nevada.
Long term we are very bullish on Mercedes and the
luxury car business.

Did you grow up in this area?
Kimberly: I grew up in a small town named Green
River, Wyoming. I got transferred out here with a
healthcare company that I was working for. That was
17 years ago. My husband and I were set up on a blind
LI\M?M¼^MJMMVUIZZQMLaMIZ[<PMÅZ[\XTIKM1
lived was here on the peninsula. I just loved it here. I
always thought it was such a great place to live because
you have the access to the beach and restaurants. I liked
being involved in outdoor activities.
When we got married we moved to Linda Isle. Once we
had children we thought it was not conducive for young
children. I wanted a yard the way that I grew up. So
we decided we would move to Newport Coast. But we
really loved being close to the water. My husband loves

Å[PQVOIVLQ\_I[[WUM\PQVOPMPWXML\WMVRWa_Q\PW]Z
children. He was riding his bicycle and saw that this
house was for sale. He called the realtor. We walked
through the house and fell in love with it. We liked the
size of the yard and the way it was set up. Ted had
always wanted to live on Peninsula Point. I was fearful
WN \PM\ZINÅKIVLLZQ^QVO\PMSQL[JIKSIVLNWZ\P\PI\
\ZINÅK_W]TLJMIVQ[[]M+WUXIZML\W\PMJMVMÅ\[WN 
living down here and the joy that the children receive
NZWUTQ^QVOPMZM\ZINÅKQ[VW\IVQ[[]M*MNWZM_MUW^ML
to the end of the peninsula we were always driving our
children somewhere to entertain them but there is so
much to do here. We hunker down for the weekend.
WeÕre able to take the kids to the beach or riding
bicycles, taking walks, swimming at the house or going
W]\WV\PMJWI\\WOWÅ[PQVO1\Q[IUIbQVO\PMIUW]V\
of activities we have to do here that donÕt require a car.

What attracted you to choose the Balboa
Peninsula as your new residence?
Ted: I canÕt say enough about how much we enjoy living
here. ItÕs almost like we donÕt want to leave the house.
I can remember as far back as high school, being on
friendsÕ boats in the harbor. I would look at the beautiful
houses. I could remember the waterfront lots in this area
and wondering if I could ever live there, never dreaming
that I would. I moved here in 1976 and it was the same
[\WZa1_W]TLLZQ^MJaIVLTWWSI\NW]ZWZÅ^MTW\[IVL
I couldnÕt decide which one I liked the best. I never
dreamed I would end up here.

Tell us about your boating/water sports
interests.
Ted:?MPI^MIXW_MZJWI\PMZM)Å[PQVOJWI\\PI\_M
TW^M7]ZSQL[TW^MQ\1_Q[P\PMÅ[PQVO_I[ITQ\\TMJM\\MZ
here. I still love to go out. ItÕs great fun for the boys.
TheyÕre just getting to the age where they can reel it up.
1\¼[JMMV\MZZQÅK1LWTW^MJWI\QVOIVLIT_Ia[PI^M

Your new residence is unique and
spectacular. Are there design/architectural
features that you wish to share with us?
Kimberly:1\QV\MZM[\QVOJMKI][M_PMV_MÅZ[\
purchased the house our original remodel was to change
a bathroom and a closet. It was almost like pulling
a thread on a sweater. The whole thing unraveled.
ContinuedÊonÊPageÊ4
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TedÊandÊKimberlyÊJonesÊcontinuedÊfromÊPageÊ3
Unfortunately it took two and one-half years so we
feel very sorry for our neighbors. I particularly like the
stonework. It takes the house to a new level. It has been
a lot of fun. We had taken a trip to Italy to go antique
shopping. What is so special to my husband and me is
\PI\\PMPW][MQ[N]TTWN Q\MU[NZWU\PI\ÅZ[\\ZQX\W1\ITa
together. The house is special to us.
Ted: Kimberly is being a little modest. She and the
designer found doors that are 100 years old. It is
incredible. There are a half a dozen places in the house
where you walk by and go ÒWowÓ. Those are special
because of the way they found them. What Kimberly
did with the hard scaping is just incredible.

Please tell us about the annual golf
tournament, the Fletcher Jones School
Fund and any other charitable activities of
Fletcher Jones Motorcars.
Ted: We are involved with several different charities
with Fletcher Jones Motorcars. We really try to do
as much as we can to support the local schools. The
Fletcher Jones School Fund is a way for people who buy
cars to designate funds to a local school whether they
have kids or grandkids that go to the school. They can
specify a school. For every ten cars that go to that school
we donate $1,000. It could be a substantial amount.
The program is just starting out. The more publicity we
can get, the better.
The golf tournament youÕre referring to is the Jones
Cup, which was organized ten years ago. The Jones Cup
is a one-round, best-ball format tournament between
four Newport-Mesa Country Clubs Ñ Mesa Verde,
Santa Ana Country Club, Big Canyon and Newport
Beach Country Club. The categories are the menÕs
champion, the womenÕs champion, and the menÕs senior
champion. Then the head pro and the senior pro from
the four local courses compete against one another. They
all play off every year. ItÕs been a good event. It brings
a competition together on the local level. ItÕs a lot of fun
and raises some money. The money goes back to the
national Mercedes Benz charity, which recently has been
INÅTQI\ML_Q\P<QOMZ?WWL[.W]VLI\QWV
Due to a family member who is autistic, we are involved
in the Autism Foundation. We were contributors
and participants in a golf tournament at Santa Ana
+W]V\Za+T]J\WJMVMÅ\\PM)]\Q[U;WKQM\aWN )UMZQKI
Foundation.
4

?PI\IL^QKMKIVaW]OQ^M\WIÆMLOTQVO
charitable foundation such as the
Community Foundation of Balboa Peninsula
Point?
Ted: We feel like we are just getting started. WeÕve
always participated in and donated to other charities.
WeÕre feeling our way in starting a charity that we can
get others to help contribute.
Kimberly: It is important to keep the community
QV^WT^ML?M[I_W]ZÅZ[\8MVQV[]TI8WQV\.W]Z\PWN 
July parade. It obviously gets people involved and
excited about where they live. It is the backbone of a
community. The people down here realize what a gem
of a place this is.

Do you have any ideas on how you would like
to see the Peninsula evolve in the future?
Ted: From my stand point I love the things the
Community Foundation of Balboa Peninsula Point are
involved in. I love the idea of the trees in downtown
*ITJWIAW]ZMNNWZ\[I\JMI]\QÅKI\QWVIVL\ZINÅKKWV\ZWT
Beyond that I would like to see more of the same. When
people are redoing their homes and remodeling that they
keep the neighborhood feel. DonÕt build buildings that
stand out.
Kimberly: WeÕre pleased that the undergrounding of
the overhead wires will move forward.

Can you give us your thoughts on the longterm evolution of the Newport Mesa area?
Ted: WeÕre not anti-development. If you look at the
Irvine Company and the job that Don Bren has done
through all of his developments. You follow that model.
Having a master plan and sticking to the plan. It is
important to retain the character of Newport. It is a
beach town. I donÕt want all of Newport Beach to look
like Newport Coast.

)VaÅVITKWUUMV\['
Ted: We really like all of the things that the associations
are doing down here. We want to support them.
However we can be of support we will be happy to do
what we can.

COM PASS
ComingÊSoonÊ-ÊNeighborhoodÊTotÊLot
BPPA, CFBPP, City of Newport Beach and Peninsula
Point residents are collaborating to complete plans
for a small Tot Lot to be installed in a portion of the
public park at Miramar Dr. and Balboa Blvd. The
Tot Lot will occupy approximately 1/3 of the park
area, leaving the other 2/3 available for current uses.
Paul McKelvey of BPPA is working with residents
and the city on construction
standards, equipment
selection, maintenance, safety
and other necessary details.
When these are resolved,
CFBPP has agreed to lead
fund-raising with hopes of
completing the project by
year-end.

durable enclosure fencing with surrounding colorful
foliage. When completed, the Tot Lot will be an
attractive and functional addition to our community
and reinforce the family oriented character of
Peninsula Point. Stand by for more information
when design details and approvals are completed.

Since equipment selection is
still underway, the attached
photo is conceptual only.
;XMKQÅKXQMKM[WN MY]QXUMV\
and locations within the Tot
Lot are still to be determined.
0W_M^MZ\PMÅVITLM[QOV_QTT
include muted equipment
colors, sizes appropriate for
scale of the Tot Lot and
BPPAÊvs.ÊCFBPPÊcontinuedÊfromÊPageÊ2
pay for professional traffic control studies on Peninsula
Point. We are looking for other worthwhile “quality-oflife improvement projects” and will keep you informed
of progress. CFBPP has a small, totally volunteer Board
of Directors who rely on our own initiative as well as
help from other volunteers to further our goals. We hope
that you appreciate our efforts to improve things in our
neighborhood and recognize that we are not competitive
with, or in conflict with, BPPA. In fact, we see a future
with other cooperative projects using CFBPP tax-exempt
fund raising capacity to pay for qualifying community
projects involving BPPA.
We hope that this helps to clarify the distinction between
the two organizations. Keep CFBPP in mind for your

annual charitable gift-giving and we will continue to do
our best to find good qualifying projects to make this an
even better place to live. CFBPP is a registered California
501(c)(3) Charitable Foundation and donations to are
tax deductible for income tax purposes to the full extent
allowed by law.

TheÊCommunityÊFoundationÊofÊÊ
BalboaÊPeninsulaÊPointÊservesÊasÊaÊcatalystÊ
andÊresourceÊforÊphilanthropyÊandÊseeksÊtoÊ
improveÊtheÊlivesÊofÊpeopleÊinÊtheÊgreaterÊ
BalboaÊPeninsulaÊPointÊarea,ÊnowÊÊ
andÊforÊfutureÊgenerations.
5
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IN APPRECIATION
The response to the CFBPP has been very positive. The following donors have joined the effort to improve the
lives of people on the Balboa Peninsula Point. Donations listed are from June 30, 2008 to August 2009.
$2,000 and above
Kay Mortenson
$1,500 and above
Max Gondon
$1,000 and above
Anonymous
Neil and Kerry Barth
John and Loral Bonar
Ken and Peggy Drellishak
Timothy Hyde
Chris and Cheryl Melendres
Bob and Shelley Sattler
Bob and Ann Yant
$500 and above
Anonymous (2)
Robert and Elizabeth Ackerman
Dick and Pam Barker
Bruce and Diane Craig
Howard and Patty Harpst
Adrienne Matros
Sam and Sandra Parker
Dayna Pettit
J. Paul Rhodes
Mrs. Terry Seidler
Allen Steiner
Wendy Tenebaum
Howard and Karen Viperman
$300 and above
Anonymous (2)
Mike and Jeanne Beckman
Trudy and Robert Bogert
Guy and Marilyn Bonetati
Richard Brown
Red and Sheri Cavaney
John and Linda Ernst
Larry Haupert
Colin and Julee Johnson
Joe and Karen Parotti
Don and Kate Rhymer

Dale and Cindy Scheffler
Quick Family
M.C. Ventura
James Yunker
$200 and above
Anonymous (3)
Terry and Jill Andrus
Ron and Nancy Arrache
Bonnie Aver
Frank and Marianne Beaz
George Bell
Mr. And Mrs. M.D. Blumenthal
Terry and Sharon Bridges
George and Patricia Campbell
Andrew Dossett
Jim Godber
Ed Golub
Lloyd and Barbara Holland
Graham and Rosie Jones
Philip Mark
Roscoe and Carolyn Moss
Michael Muench
Susan Rhodes
Kenneth Ruby
Rick and Sue Taylor
Ann and Bill Upshaw
$100 and above
Anonymous (7)
Don and Elizabeth Adkinson
Michael Beckman
Tim Burgess
Chris and Joan Christensen
Kenneth Cohn
Dona Columbero
Ronald and Marilyn Conzonire
Nancy Cumming
Bernardino and Lia D’Aquila
Roger and Margaret Darnell
Max Dillman
Phil and Toni Doane
Ralph and Janet Erickson

Judy and Marshall Flapan
Jack Flowers
Lindalee Freidenberger
Carole Fuchs
Kathleen Gallant
S. Giordano
Margaret Gross
Geoffrey and Susan Gruber
Doreen Hambleton
Neil and Sandy Hansen
Paul and Chantal Holmes
John and Jackie Howard
Clay and Mary Jandro
Fletcher and Kimberly Jones
Larry and Carol Kelly
Charles Lake
Paul and Kelly McKelvey
Craig and Francine Meyers
Henry and Ardis Mohrschladt
Carl and Karen Morabito
Nelson Family Trust
Peter and Harriet Pallette
Neil and Micky Perlman
Mary Philpot
Tara Rands
Gerald Reed
Linda Reilly
Steve and Linda Richman
Charles and Barbara Rothkin
Mark and Joanne Russell
William Schriber
Ed Schwartz
Susan and Mickey Schwartz
Lori and Jeff Sheldon
Lawrence Somers
Richard Spurzem
Rick Stafford
Elizabeth Stiles
Tom and Cecelia Tobin
Frank and Allan Trane
Thomas and Alice Tyson
William Upshaw
Robert and Sandra Van Schoonenberg
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Donors continued
$50 and up
Anonymous (7)
Betsy and Andy Ackerman
Sandy and Cathi Alexander
Lee and Randall Allard
Thomas and Lynda Armbruster
Mikel and Margaret Baranyay
Nancy and Jim Bidwell
Carol Briery
N.F. and Patricia Cobb
Mary Espenschied
John Haase
Ward Hannawalt
Donald Jacobson
June Leach
Norma Lloyd
Stanlee and Cindy McNeish
Anna Pistole
Alice Powers

Tree Donors
$6,000 and up
Fletcher and Kimberly Jones

Eleanor and Bob Ramsay
Carol Ranney
Daniel and Anita Salcido
Nick and Eva Scalzo
Susan Sheldon
Richard Spurzem
John Storch

$3,000 and up
Robert and Trudy Bogert
Balboa Peninsula Point Association
$1,500 and up
Terry and Jill Andrus
Community Fdn of Balboa Pen Pt.
Harborside Restaurant

$25 and up
Anonymous (2)
Joan Ronnow
Ted and Barbara Clarke
Delawter Family
Margaret Gross
Bert Hall
Patrick and Marjorie Powers
Don and Judy Rothman
Bruce and Peggy Stewart

$500 and up
Michael Henn
$160 and up
Cabo Cantina
Ronald and Anne Dahl
Geoffrey and Carol Davis
Peter and Harriet Pallette

VISITÊOURÊWEBSITE
TheÊCommunityÊFoundationÊofÊBalboaÊPeninsulaÊPointÊhasÊupgradedÊitsÊwebsite.ÊÊ
AtÊtheÊsiteÊyouÊcanÊviewÊvintageÊpicturesÊofÊBalboa,ÊlearnÊaboutÊtheÊfoundationÊandÊmore.ÊÊ
VisitÊusÊat:

www.cfbpp.org
ɄȹȹɤȽȨɜɴɄɤȽȇǸɜȨɄȽɄȘ

Balboa Peninsula Point
P.O. Box 4322 ~ Balboa, California 92661

STAYÊTUNEDÊFORÊ
ÊFUTUREÊPROJECTS
C
Ne FBP
ws P

Board of Directors

CFBPP continues to
evaluate future projects
in the following general
areas:

Ken Drellishak - President
Bob Yant - Secretary



6MQOPJWZPWWL[MK]ZQ\a

Dick Barker - Treasurer



*W]TM^IZLJMI]\QÅKI\QWV
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+WUU]VQ\aW]\ZMIKP

John Bonar
Chris Melendres
Mike Shapiro
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